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01. Introduction
Phantasma Chain is a fast, secure and scalable blockchain solution that allows for
interoperability with other blockchains while maintaining a decentralized governance system.
With an innovative staking mechanism and dual token system, it allows for users to access
different digital goods & services in the areas of communication, entertainment, marketplace
and storage.
Our goal is to create an ecosystem of dApps that people actually want to use, all under the
same economic system.
In this whitepaper, we are diving deep into the different features of the Phantasma Chain and
its proposed use cases, in order to spark some ideas into the minds of brilliant developers all
over the world that want to build platforms and businesses using blockchain technology.
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Features

I. Core Concepts
Phantasma Chain will allow infinite side chains to be deployed. Every dApp on Phantasma
Chain can run on its own side chain independently from all other side chains. This removes
the risk that one single dApp could shut down the whole network whenever it is being
spammed.
Our Blockchain can validate 10k transactions per block (the maximum block size may be
changed in the future to improve network performance). This capacity not only applies to the
main chain, but also to every single side chain, which means that every side chain will be able
to achieve the same maximum TPS independently from both the main chain and all the other
side chains.
As a result, the maximum total TPS of Phantasma Chain is the amount of side chains plus the
main chain multiplied by the maximum TPS of each chain. Infinite side chains coupled with
the inter-chain technology Phantasma implements in its network will allow for all chains to
be connected, which will give developers the power they need to build revolutionary dApps
with the supported languages C#, Java, Solidity and Python (support for additional
programming languages will be added later).
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II. Governance Token Supply
The Phantasma Chain governance token is called “SOUL” and has an initial maximum supply
of 94,000,000 tokens.
SOUL governs the decentralized network of Phantasma Chain, as the staking function gives
users and developers the right to use network resources, as well as providing them with a
democratic way to choose the network validators that are powering the Phantasma Chain via
its on-chain voting mechanism.
Furthermore, to sustain improvements to the Phantasma Chain ecosystem for years to come,
we have introduced an inﬂation added to the maximum supply of 94,000,000 SOUL. The
inﬂation is solely to be used to maximize the quality of the ecosystem and for sustained
incentivization of developers to build dApps on Phantasma Chain. The yearly inﬂation is
coded to be 3% plus 125,000 SOUL distributed monthly to eligible Soul Masters. Of the 3%:
1% (one-third) is allocated to Block Producers (network validators)
1% (one-third) is allocated to the Phantom Force (developer community)
1% (one-third) is allocated to various ecosystem incentives
The SOUL tokens awarded to Block Producers for validating network transactions are
distributed to each Block Producer at the start of each month at the same time as Soul
Master rewards, which means that the inflation is continuous and the 1% inflation allocated
for Block Producers is only reached when the network completes a full year of operations.
Unless the ecosystem incentive portion of the annual inflation is allocated to specific
incentives, it will be distributed to block producers.
At the same time, the SOUL tokens generated by the annual inflation for the Phantom Force
Foundation will be unlocked on a monthly basis, and automatically transferred into the
Foundation’s treasury wallet for the decentralized team to collectively decide how to
distribute. This way, instead of receiving one lump sum of tokens each year that then have
to be managed and allocated to different projects by the Foundation, the
community driven team will receive continuous funding over the course of the year,
allowing for more decentralization of the network development and year-long project
development.
We believe that in order to build the best ecosystem, it is important to have good
incentivization mechanisms for the developers who contribute their fair share. With this new
inflation model, Phantasma can sustainably reward contributors for years to come. The
inflation model is an excellent way to attract developers (and keep them), and to maintain
the necessary high quality of the block producers, which will be beneficial for the growth of
Phantasma in the long run.
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III. Dual Token System (Staking)
For ease of use and widespread adoption it is neither efficient or realistic to pay a small fee
in SOUL for every transaction. Phantasma Chain introduces a Dual Token System called
Phantasma Energy with the ticker KCAL. Energy (KCAL) is the network resource token
for Phantasma Chain which will be used for transaction fees in every transaction that
happens on the chain.
Everybody who stakes SOUL will immediately start receiving Energy, distributed to a public
Phantasma address of the user's choice. By receiving Energy right after staking SOUL you
can start using Phantasma Chain right away.
The Phantasma blockchain also allows for the allocation of staking rewards to other
Phantasma addresses, thereby allowing anyone to easily introduce their friends and relatives
to Phantasma’s Ecosystem by staking SOUL for them. This way, bringing potential new users
to the ecosystem becomes much simpler, as they do not need any previous knowledge about
blockchain technology and can start using decentralized applications completely free of
charge, without knowing the technical aspects of how the technology works in the
background.
The staked SOUL is locked in the specific wallet for 24 hours after claiming your generated
Energy, after which you can transfer the SOUL back to your wallet or keep staking the
SOUL for more Energy. Users who stake more than 50,000 SOUL will earn the title of Soul
Master and earn extra rewards from a pool of 125,000 SOUL every month.
Soul Masters staking a minimum of 50,000 SOUL continuously will receive a CROWN NFT
every 90 days starting from the time of Phantasma's Genesis block. This CROWN NFT
contains a portion of the ecosystem's total KCAL fees for the last 90 days as well as 20% of
the ecosystem incentive allocation, evenly distributed to all qualifying wallets.
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IV. Consensus
Mechanism (Block Producers)
Phantasma Chain has adopted a variant of PoS, where it requires users to have a stake in the
network to become a validator (block producer). As a reward for their contribution as a block
producer, each block producer receives a share of the transaction fees. The block producers
use a rotational scheduling per side-chain to define who the active block producer is. This
process occurs in parallel for each side chain, which will allow for horizontal scaling to boost
the theoretical TPS of Phantasma Chain. Each block producer is responsible for accepting
transactions from Phantasma users, verifying signatures & transaction contents. Once the
transaction is accepted, the block producer adds it to the next block.
Each type of block producer will be rewarded differently for providing their computational
resources to the Phantasma Chain network:
Active Block Producers will receive 75% of the inflation of the Governance token (SOUL),
plus a minimum of 25% of the transaction fees for blocks which they validate
Standby Block Producers receive 25% of the daily inflation of the Governance token

(SOUL)

The Phantasma Chain will start with 10 active BPs and 15 standby BPs, and the number of total
BPs will increase by 3 every year.
It is hard-coded into the chain that the number of active BPs will be dependant on the
number of total BPs, and will follow the following formula:
# Active BPs (integer number) = (# Total BPs * 10) / 25
At the end of each quarter, and using the On-Chain Governance system (read VI. On-Chain
Governance System for detailed information), the users of the network who possess the
Governance token (SOUL) can vote for which validator among the current total validators
(active and standby) they wish to be an Active Block Producer for the next quarter. Depending
on the number of Active BP spots for that period, the validators with the most votes will
become Active BPs for the next quarter. Phantasma Chain follows a simple rule of adding the
next address with the highest % of the votes until there are no more spots available for the
Active BP group.
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IV. Consensus
Mechanism (Block Producers)
Each active BP will also have to follow specific guidelines for providing computational power
to the network, with minimum or recommended spec requirements, as well as being able to
guarantee continuous operations. After 1 hour of inactivity the active BP is automatically
transferred to the Standby BP group and the Standby BP with the most votes from the last
quarter will then proceed to assume the role of Active BP.
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V. On-Chain Governance
System
Phantasma offers a next generation approach with the introduction of the on-chain
Governance System, removing the need for forks among other known drawbacks that other
blockchains may experience when changes are required. This system allows the blockchain
rules to be parameterized in a way that allows those rules to be edited on-chain, as long as
there is consensus for that specific update. This consensus is reached by running a poll
among either the block producers or the whole community. In Block Producer polls all BPs
have equal voting power, while the community polls are based on multiple criteria such as the
amount and duration of SOUL staked.
Each poll operates in one of three different modes:
Unanimity: every voter must agree on the same result to reach consensus.
Majority: the majority of voters must agree on the same result to reach consensus.
Popularity: the result with the highest number of votes will reach consensus. Consensus
is always reached unless the top two (or more) options receive an equal number of votes.
(The mode of the polls is pre-defined per poll and is based on the requirements of the update)
The results of the polls will be executed if consensus has been reached. The poll could apply
to updating on-chain rules, but it could also be used by third party developers who wish to run
polls for their own dApps. The polls which are specially designed for block producers are
available in Phantasma Spook and community polls are available via the Phantasma app.
Some of the different ways to use the On-chain Governance System are:
Voting on active block producers for the next quarter.
Voting to add new (standby) block producer slots.
Voting on chain parameter updates (fees, block times, block size, etc.)
Voting on Phantom Force funding.
The voting power that each network user has depends on the following formula:
Voting Power = Sqrt (Amount of SOUL Staked at the end of each quarter)
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V. On-Chain Governance
System
Phantasma Chain also follows some additional specific rules put in place in order to prevent
the cartelization of network validators and foster decentralization of the whole ecosystem:
- Vote Dilution: your votes are calculated based on your voting power divided by the number
of BPs you are voting for
- Minimum Requirement: 1000 SOUL are required to be staked for an address to be able to
vote on chain governance aspects
By directly adopting the on-chain Governance System, Phantasma adds another layer of
decentralization. The community will have a voice, which is key to the future success and
growth of Phantasma Chain.
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VI. Decentralized Storage
Solution
The main goal of the Phantasma Decentralized Storage Solution is to enable the
deployment of truly decentralized apps using the full power that blockchain technology has
to offer.
Most dApps require a website as a frontend which can be blocked by ISPs, or the developers
of a specific dApp can simply decide to pull the plug and stop hosting the website. Our
storage solution combined with the Phantasma App makes it possible for developers to
deploy dApps which are fully hosted on Phantasma Chain. Nobody is able to stop any of the
Phantasma dApps from running as a user simply sources the dApp data files from
Phantasma’s decentralized file storage, not from a website.
Every file is split and distributed across all active BPs, more specifically one single piece of
data gets copied and distributed across 5 active BPs at all times (based on erasure code) until
the whole file has been distributed, ultimately a few active BPs combined can reconstruct a
file. So even if a BP goes offline, your data is still safely stored on and available from multiple
BPs. Note that only active BPs are initially used for storage, however this is temporary. In the
future, standby BPs will also be used for storage and eventually everybody can set up a
storage node to contribute to the Phantasma decentralized file storage. This distributed
method ensures maximum decentralization of stored data.
Files on Phantasma Chain's decentralized storage solution are encrypted and distributed
across all active Block Producers and only accessible through controlling a specific private
key. Every wallet has a specific amount of kilobytes (KB) allocated in proportion to the
amount of staked SOUL. Every staked SOUL earns 40 KB of storage, which means that a
Soul Master staking 50,000 SOUL can initially store up to 1.9 GB of data.
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VI. Decentralized Storage
Solution
The amount of KB per staked SOUL will be adjusted annually according to the total amount
of chain storage made available to the users by the current Block Producers, which means
that over time the amount of storage space available will tend to increase as digital storage
technologies evolve.
It is important to note that this file storage solution is not meant to be used to store large
movies, large games and other large files, rather it is built for users who value privacy and
ownership of their valuable files or for developers to store their dApp data files. Nobody will
be able access their data without the necessary private key or approval. To enable storing
large files, third party developers can build their own storage solution on top of Phantasma
Chain and appoint & reward their storage nodes in the way they see fit.
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VII. Cosmic Swap Framework
The Cosmic Swap Framework is an on-chain liquidity solution which allows anyone to
connect to this decentralized exchange system and benefit from the same liquidity pool. With
this and our open source custom built connection to the on-chain framework, we are able to
provide token and coin swaps directly in the connected wallets, without the user having to go
to an exchange and learn how to place orders in the order books to acquire different coins or
tokens.
This framework follows a specific structure of on-chain built-in capabilities for specific wallet
addresses to hold a balance of two different tokens, where the price of each is determined by
their overall ratio in relation to each other at the current point in time. Users can then tap into
this address to exchange one of their surplus tokens for the token they require, immediately
decreasing the balance of the first token and increasing the balance of the second.
By having a price mechanism determined by the ratio between the balances in a specific
cosmic swap address, any potential arbitrage opportunities that might arise from the
difference in price for the tokens in this system and 3rd party exchanges not connected to it
will disappear over time as the market will constantly readjust to the equilibrium price level of
those tokens across every token exchange provider.
Developers can build their own exchange frontend and marketing, while the backend is
connected directly with Phantasma which allows sharing of liquidity, orders and pairs with
every exchange using the system.

EVERTHING HAPPENS IN
THE BACKEND

DEX B

DEX C

MORE COINS & TOKENS
SUPPORTED IN THE FUTURE

CONNECTION BETWEEN
ALL PHANTASMA DEXs

PAY WITH YOUR
FAVORITE CRYPTOCURRENCY

- share orderbooks
- share liquidity
- share token pairs

DEX D

AUTOMATIC CONVERSIONS WITHIN A SINGLE PLATFORM
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VIII. Oracles
Phantasma is building a true one-stop ecosystem on the blockchain, however smart
contracts cannot access data from outside their own network. The input of external
information is sometimes still required, and Phantasma Chain needs a correct & reliable
source of information to connect off-chain feeds to smart contracts. This is why Phantasma
Chain has its very own oracle support. Phantasma oracles allow smart contracts to read real
world data and use it to fuel on-chain logic and calculations, while directly reducing the
workload of the blockchain.
The first-generation oracle systems work by having a small contract posting a request to fetch
external data, then having a third party server listening to that, fetch the data and push it back
to the blockchain. This system gets the job done, however it is outdated and therefore a
clunky and slow system. Phantasma brings all the power of next-generation oracles, which
are fully integrated into the chain and allows doing everything in a single step. The oracle
data is also stored per block, allowing effortless verification of the chain contents.
Phantasma’s oracle is purpose built for Phantasma’s ecosystem due to its needs for
blockchain interoperability, price determination and third party developer support. Therefore,
Phantasma oracles offers three different types of oracle:

Blockchain interoperability oracles
These oracles allow any Phantasma transactions to read blocks and transactions from all
supported blockchains. The Phantasma oracle automatically converts block and transaction
data from other blockchains to Phantasma’s internal format which allows developers to fetch
data from multiple blockchains and easily mix it with Phantasma dApps. The initial supported
blockchain is NEO, with more blockchains to be added in the future.
Price oracles
As Phantasma Chain allows users to use multiple cryptocurrencies as payment options
through Cosmic Swaps, it needs a feature which allows Phantasma smart contracts to obtain
real time price data for tokens & coins supported within Phantasma’s ecosystem. The
Phantasma oracle is used for this specific purpose to make sure that all values are correctly
processed and displayed.
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VIII. Oracles
Third party oracles
As Phantasma is an open source blockchain, it is only natural that this oracle system is
designed to be integrated by third party developers. These oracles are data feeds that can
be created by anybody and which allow smart data to be available from a multitude of
external sources (e.g. weather reports, government data, sports match results and more).
By integrating Phantasma’s built-in oracle, developers can easily build all kind of dApps that
rely on reading external data. This makes it more attractive for third party developers to build
on Phantasma as they do not have to worry about searching for such a solution externally.
This feature further proves that it is possible to build a true one-stop platform, without any
third-party reliance, which reduces the need for multiple tokens for simple blockchain
purposes.

EXTERNAL
DATA

PHANTASMA ORACLE
WORKING

PHANTASMA
FORMAT
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IX. Integrated Name System
Phantasma Chain has an integrated name system. With most of the blockchain technology
that we use these days we are still using archaic systems where you need to insert someone’s
public address in order to send them coins or tokens.
Some blockchains have protocols built on top of them that support name systems and allow
people to have a username as their public address, from which they send and receive tokens.
Phantasma Chain has this system built-in from the start, because our goal with Phantasma
Chain is to allow developers to provide the best user experience possible and foster the
future mass-adoption of blockchain technology.

Mark Tutti
Fred Litto

Kris Manne
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X. Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs)
Up until now, reselling digital goods has been a very tricky task to perform online. It had its
flaws and security problems. Blockchain technology has allowed for true and verified
ownership of digital products, which means that it can also solve the problems encountered
while reselling digital goods.
This can be done with Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT), which are special cryptographic tokens
that can have a variety of different c haracteristics e mbedded i n t he c ode i tself, e ffectively
outlining the rules for the creation and distribution of said digital item. Using the
Phantasma Chain Smart NFT technology, developers can create digital items for their
apps and games, and allow their users to freely trade these digital items between each
other in open marketplaces, whether they have limited supplies or are completely unique in
nature.
Phantasma Smart NFTs support a range of advance features, including multilayered NFTs,
on-demand NFT minting, infusion of multiple assets, infusing NFTs within NFTs and nesting
of NFTs where unique non-fungible tokens are infused into each other repeatedly like
Russian matryoshka dolls. With our very own NFT Marketplace supporting NFTs from all
other blockchains, Phantasma aims to be at the forefront of this adoption.
There are more benefits associated with adopting non-fungible tokens into our world. Not
every use case has to come from digital goods or assets. Think about the important
information we store physically: a birth certificate, academic credentials or warranties. All of
this information could be properly digitized and stored in a wallet through tokenization.
We’re working with companies and developers that want to take advantage of this
blockchain technology by tailoring and choosing the economic systems based on what type
of tokens best fit their products.
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Use Cases

I. Video Games
There are several industries that can be revolutionized through the possibilities provided by
blockchain technology, and one of those is the gaming industry. Gaming is a multi-billion
dollar industry that is suffering from many issues that can be solved through proper
implementation of blockchain features. There are multiple benefits for a game using
blockchain features.
In current video games people are exploiting the code of the game by creating hacks and
selling those to other players. This will negatively impact the game experience of legitimate
players. Blockchain is based on smart contracts. A blockchain game will store all the rules
within the smart contract, once deployed it will not be possible to make adjustments to the
smart contract. This means that it is impossible to exploit the game and therefore the game
will be hack-proof. Even the game developers will have no more control over the game than
someone playing the game. Since the code will be open source, it will provide full
transparency.
Another current problem in the gaming industry is that the in-game assets you are holding in
your account are not fully yours. You may think otherwise, but this is not the case. The gaming
company has the power to take away your items at any time. This is another reason for a
game to deploy on the blockchain. The in-game items and characters will be stored on the
blockchain as tokens. These assets are secured and verified by the blockchain. Since you as
a player hold the private key of your wallet, you are the owner of all your tokens which are the
in-game assets. All individual players are in full control of their own in-game assets.
In-game currencies are perhaps the most important feature for a game. In World of Warcraft
for example, a player can earn gold or items by completing quests. The currency of the game
can then be used to buy in-game gear or items. These assets could in turn be sold to other
players for in-game currency or other assets. In-game assets and currencies can also be
offered for sale on ‘’Black Market Auction Houses’’ on the internet, since some people want
to make a profit from the games they are playing. This serves as another use case for
deploying a game on the blockchain. Since all assets are tokens, they could easily be traded
and sold to another player. Essentially you are selling in-game assets for other items which
hold real monetary value. You will not need a middleman any longer, since this trading feature
could be implemented in the smart contract. The game will have a decentralized economic
system, which is not controlled by any company. Players could be making money by playing
their favorite games!
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I. Video Games
This will open another another gate: eSports. If you look at any prestigious eSports
tournament you will see that they offer a large prize pool, the estimated total eSports prize
payout in 2018 was approximately $150 million USD. The professional players seem to be
driven by making money doing something they are extremely good at: playing video games.
There are still a lot of professional players being accused of and banned for hacking. Hacking
even happens in offline/LAN tournaments. Since the smart contract is hack-proof, these
players will not be able to cheat their way to the top and therefore it will also be safe to launch
more online tournaments. These tournaments are more accessible for the casual players.
This will incentivize companies and organizers to launch more and more online tournaments
which will benefit the overall gaming industry.
There are too many issues in the current gaming industry which could be prevented by
implementing blockchain features into the game. Smart contracts will introduce transparency.
Players will be in total control of their in-game assets and can make money playing their
favorite games. Cheating will be impossible, which will open the gates to more online
tournaments, and this will in turn attract more players.
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II. Data
By integrating Phantasma Chain’s built-in oracle solution together with the decentralized file
storage system, new developers can cheaply and safely build all kinds of dApps that connect
to different external data sources, while knowing that their creations cannot easily be brought
down because they are being stored by the network validators in a decentralized manner.
As the technology evolves, new solutions for decentralized storage will arise not just for B2B
scenarios, but also on the consumer level, eventually getting to a point where blockchain
technology can compete with the major companies prevalent in today’s digital storage
landscape.
Users will also benefit from using decentralized cloud storage solutions, as their address will
be the only one that can access their stored data, which means that any 3rd party that does
not have the private key to access that content will be unable to access or monetize it.
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III. Communication
It’s hard to imagine modern society without any messenger apps. These apps are our daily
tools for communicating with relatives, friends & colleagues. It has become so common that
we don’t consider the drawbacks of using such centralized platforms.
No spying, no censoring
Messages and shared files go through a network. The data could be deleted, manipulated or
read before the other party receives the data. This is a major potential breach of privacy &
trust which is overlooked by the users. The data is in centralized hands, the government can
seize the data and content whenever they like. People do not want to be spied on, just as we
do not want any unnecessary censorship. All of these problems can be solved by
implementing blockchain technology: a decentralized chat platform in which every message
and piece of data is encrypted and impossible to read for other parties without permission.
Sending currencies
Another benefit of using blockchain technology is the integration of a wallet within the chat
system. This makes it possible to send money through the platform. Sending money through
a chat platform is already possible with WeChat, but WeChat is and remains a centralized
platform.
Custom features & interoperability
Centralized providers can assign roles to an account to validate a user’s identity with unique
usernames and/or a password. A decentralized platform moves away from these services. A
user identity can be self-generated by generating a private key. Imagine now that you could
create specific chat systems for community management with the features you need in order
to build and grow that community. You can create exclusive chats for cat lovers, for gamers,
for moms, for football lovers, etc. This idea can also be strengthened by the fact that you can
send messages across these different platforms if it is within the basic functions of each chat.
This is a big barrier in current centralized systems: sending a message in Whatsapp and
receiving it in Telegram for example. Through the power of blockchain you can create these
types of unique but connected systems.
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IV. eCommerce
The Digital Commerce sector will likely also be revolutionized by the perks and advantages
offered by blockchain technology. The current dCommerce platforms have challenges and
disadvantages which can be mitigated by blockchain technology.
Whenever a buyer buys digital assets from another party, they will have to exchange their
money for these digital assets. Most of the time they will have to use central authorities
because both parties might not trust each other. But by using a central authority, they will
have to trust the platform to be truly faithful. This will come at a cost: both parties will have to
pay a fee to use the service. Blockchain technology will remove the power and cost from
centralized authorities. Once the payment in tokens has been received, the blockchain will
automatically provide access to the digital file for the customer to download or use.
Faster Transactions
The transactions will be performed by the network at a much lower cost, this will reduce the
price for the customers and potentially increase the profits of the sellers. In current
dCommerce platforms it might take some time for the money to be transferred to the other
party - with the help of blockchain this time will be significantly reduced. Not only would smart
contracts lower transactions fees, it would also lead to significantly lower complexity of
transfers and transactions.
Increased Product Quality
When products are being sold online, most of the time the buyer doesn’t know the quality of
a product. So whenever the buyer has received the product, he/she might not be satisfied
with the product. It is possible to program a token lockup in the smart contract to prevent
disappointment. The tokens will be escrow until the buyer confirms having received a product
of the agreed upon quality and standard. Buyers will automatically provide positive reputation
to the seller, with the option of leaving a review. This way the seller will be incentivized to
deliver high quality products.

In current online digital commerce platforms,
customers have no incentive to leave reviews,
positive or negative, recommend the product
to their friends or even directly provide
feedback and collaborate with the seller to
improve their products. With cryptocurrencies
these platforms can run incentivization
programs for their customers and improve the
overall experience for both the sellers and
everyone else using the platform.
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IV. eCommerce
More Transparency
All transactions, meaning the entire owner history, are stored on the blockchain. A company
or an individual that uses blockchain technology can make their vital data visible to others.
This visibility significantly decreases the risk of fraud, it will lower the risk of disputes and
bring transparency to both consumers and merchants.
Cheaper Products
By implementing blockchain technology in the dCommerce industry, sellers will potentially
reduce costs and increase profits, as well as being able to provide cheaper products to
consumers.
Most of the time the cost of the product is directly influenced by the fees that current
platforms take from every transaction. Sellers want to maintain profits at a certain level and
therefore will need to increase the final price. Without these central authorities controlling the
transactions, the whole process can become faster and cheaper for both merchants and
customers.
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V. Social
In today’s society you can’t hide from social media platforms any longer. Even though there
has been a lot of negative news regarding social media platforms in recent years, centralized
platforms are still gaining more power with every user that signs up on their platform.
With social networks utilizing blockchain technology, content creators can start building
social capital and earning money, directly deposited into their wallet, without signing a
contract in which they are giving up a part of their privacy.
Another feature of social networks on the blockchain is customization. With NFT technology
it will be possible to “gamify” the social network by customizing personal avatars & skins and
earning perks & rewards which can be displayed and showed off in people’s profiles.
The user can finally become the owner of his or her content, as blockchain empowers anyone
to share their original content for rewards, received from the community. The power and
control over content belongs to the users, not to the platform which creators are using to
share the content.
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VI. Media
Blockchain technology is an emerging technology: some of the major advantages are
decentralization & transparency due to the fact that all data is stored on the blockchain.
Content Ownership & Rights
Nowadays whenever people share their thoughts, photos and videos on a social media or
content platform, it happens on centralized platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram or
Youtube. By creating an account on such centralized platforms you are agreeing to let the
platform owners use your content whenever and however they would like. This is completely
overlooked by most users. Blockchain technology is the perfect solution to tackle this issue.
Content creators retain ownership of their creations and can grant rights to access their
content based on rules they set themselves. This will prevent unauthorized use of the
content.
Monetization Opportunities
You as the owner should receive appropriate compensation for your content. This certainly is
not the case on centralized platforms. Centralized platforms run ads throughout the content
created by its users, but the regular user will not see a dime of it. Unfortunately, they do not
feel it is necessary to distribute this revenue back to the regular users, instead they will
search for content creators with a huge follower base and handpick those to sign a contract
to keep the users posting their content on the centralized platform. Even after signing the
contract, the centralized platform will keep a huge chunk of the revenue earned from
somebody else’s content.
Now big and small content creators will be able to monetize their content in whichever way
they see fit, regardless of the type of content they are creating and sharing with the public.
Content creators will not have to sign a contract with any platform to make money from their
own content - this is something which should always have been the case.
The cost of any content is directly influenced by the fees that regular 3rd party platforms
charge for every transaction. Content creators want to maintain their profits at a certain level
and therefore will need to increase the price of their content. Since the content is not in the
hands of centralized platforms anymore, content creators will pay much lower commissions
than on regular 3rd party platforms. As a result, all the content could become cheaper.
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VI. Media
Customizable Community Support Systems
Instead of relying solely on monetization, it will also be possible to rely on community support
as a reward mechanism. People could give tips to or support the content creator for providing
good content. This is already possible with platforms such as Patreon and Kickstarter.
However, they will keep a large portion of the accumulated funds for themselves just like any
other centralized platform. The money will flow to the content creators according to the level
of appreciation for their content.
This along with custom community features for each type of content creator will allow them
to build much stronger and more united communities around their brands that are all
connected and synchronized.
Audience Data
Besides the custom features, now with the transparency that the blockchain provides,
content creators can have access to huge amounts of data from their audiences, without
being limited to the data provided by the platform distributor. This empowers creators to
produce better content for their audience because they understand perfectly the people for
whom they are creating the content.
Giving Back Control to Content Creators
Blockchain could potentially be the solution for any content creator to make a (better) living
out of what they love doing: creating content for their audience. Whether you have a large or
a small audience, you are in control of your own content, you are in control of your own
monetization of your content.
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